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Abstract. Computational models of the respiratory central pattern generator 

(rCPG) are usually based on biologically-plausible Hodgkin Huxley neuron mod-

els. Such models require numerous parameters and thus are prone to overfitting. 

The HH approach is motivated by the assumption that the biophysical properties 

of neurons determine the network dynamics. Here, we implement the rCPG using 

simpler Izhikevich resonate-and-fire neurons. Our rCPG model generates a 3-

phase respiratory motor pattern based on established connectivities and can re-

produce previous experimental and theoretical observations. Further, we demon-

strate the flexibility of the model by testing whether intrinsic bursting properties 

are necessary for rhythmogenesis. Our simulations demonstrate that replacing 

predicted mandatory bursting properties of pre-inspiratory neurons with spike 

adapting properties yields a model that generates comparable respiratory activity 

patterns. The latter supports our view that the importance of the exact modeling 

parameters of specific respiratory neurons is overestimated.      

 

Keywords: respiratory central pattern generator, rhythm generation, resonate-

and-fire neurons, brainstem. 

1  Introduction 

Respiration is one of the vital processes of life. While in simple single cell organisms 

respiration is driven by passive diffusion, complex organisms have developed complex 

breathing organs for the uptake of atmospheric oxygen and excretion of CO2 (e.g. gills 

and lungs). In mammals, airflow in and out of the lungs is generated by a variety of 

respiratory thoracic and abdominal muscles [1], while the strength and duration of pul-

monary airflow is regulated by valving muscles in the upper airways [2, 3]. The former 

include the diaphragm, the primary inspiratory muscle, expiratory and intercostal and 

finally expiratory abdominal muscles. The latter include laryngeal adductor and abduc-

tor muscles, as well as the tongue and various muscles of the soft palate and pharynx. 
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Besides the bronchomotor muscles, all respiratory muscles are skeletal and are there-

fore controlled by the brain. The brain breathing centers of mammals are organized in 

neuronal columns that span the medulla oblongata and the pons, which form the ana-

tomical substrate for the central respiratory pattern generator (rCPG). Specific com-

partments of the rCPG are seen to serve a specific function in respiratory rhythm gen-

eration and formation of a three-phase sequential motor pattern compromising inspira-

tion, postinspiration (stage I expiration) and expiration (stage II expiration) [4-11].  

Over the last century, experimental data accumulated that identified the basic behav-

ior of respiratory neurons that are distributed within specific compartments of rCPG. 

The class of neurons traditionally encodes the phase of neuronal activity in relation to 

the inspiratory activity of the diaphragm or the phrenic nerve. In addition, augmenting 

and decrementing discharge frequencies of these neurons are considered for classifica-

tion. There is a general consensus that 5 classic respiratory neuron types form the core 

of the neural circuit that generates the respiratory rhythm and motor pattern: (1) 

rhythmogenic pre-Inspiratory (pre-I), (2) early-Inspiratory (early-I) with a decrement-

ing discharge pattern (thus also called I-Dec), (3) Inspiratory neurons with augmenting 

discharge pattern (I-Aug, or ramp-I), post-Inspiratory neurons (post-I) with decrement-

ing discharge pattern, which are active during the first part of expiration (thus also 

called E-Dec) and finally expiratory neurons that show augmenting discharge (E-Aug) 

pattern during the second phase of the expiratory interval. These neuron types form the 

basis for a substantial number of computational models that describe the putative func-

tion of the r-CPG. Mathematical models have focused on several dynamical mecha-

nisms including the biophysical bursting properties of rhythmogenic pre-I that are seen 

to initiate the respiratory cycle [12-14], network oscillation based on reciprocal synap-

tic inhibition [15] and hybrid models based on excitatory rhythmogenic cell properties 

and inhibitory synaptic inhibition [7, 16, 23]. The latter sometimes even implement 

sensory feedback loops [17, 18]. The contemporary hybrid models are complex Hodg-

kin-Huxley-based models. The main driver for Hodgkin-Huxley-based modeling has 

largely arisen from the finding in the early nineties that a specific subset of neurons 

located in the pre-Bötzinger complex (pre-BötC) remain rhythmogenic when isolated 

from the larger network [19]. Electrophysiological studies of pre-BötC neurons re-

vealed the biophysical basis of pacemaker pre-I neurons and the excitatory synaptic 

coupling underlying group pacemaker mechanisms [20]. However, the biophysical 

properties of neurons outside the pre-BötC remain largely unexplored. Thus, the bio-

physical properties of non-pre-BötC neurons in modeling approaches are often based 

on speculation. Even more compelling is that fact that biophysical properties (ion chan-

nel composition) of bursting neurons in the somatogastric ganglion, an invertebrate 

model system of a CPG network, are extremely diverse in functionally homogenous 

neurons and therefore do not define the function of neurons in a rhythmogenic circuit 

[21] that shares significant similarity with the rCPG.  

To simplify the complex and difficult to assess Hodgkin-Huxley-based models of 

the respiratory CPG, we implement the rCPG using Izhikevich resonate-and-fire neu-

rons. These neurons are simple enough to be computationally efficient and tractable for 

bifurcation analysis and at the same time can account for various neural activity patterns 
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observed within the respiratory circuit in vivo, including intrinsic bursting and spike 

adaptation [22].  

The remainder of the manuscript is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present a 

description of the model. In Section 3, we present our results regarding how the model 

can reproduce previous experimental and theoretical observations, and how the model 

can be used to test the hypothesis that intrinsically bursting neurons are necessary for 

the expression of the three-phase respiratory rhythm. Finally, in Section 4, we present 

our overall conclusions and discuss the utility of the model for future research on res-

piratory rhythm and pattern generation. 

2 Modeling description 

2.1 Izhikevich neurons 

To construct a model of the rCPG, which is flexible and more transparent than models 

utilizing Hodgkin-Huxley neurons, we employed Izhikevich neurons. The model of an 

Izhikevich neuron consists of two differential equations, resulting in a 2-dimensional 

system. The phase plane trajectory of these neurons is thereby easily visualized, making 

it tractable for bifurcation analysis. This simplifies the task of finding parameters to 

achieve a desired neuronal behavior. 

The general form of the equations is presented below: 

 
𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑡
= 𝛼(𝑣 − 𝑣0)2 + 𝑉𝑏 − 𝑥𝑢 (1) 

 
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑡
= 𝑎(𝑏𝑣 − 𝑢) (2) 

with two additional resetting conditions as the spike occurs: 

 𝑖𝑓 𝑉 = 𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 : 𝑉 → 𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑡 ; 𝑢 → 𝑢 + 𝑑 (3) 

Here v is the membrane potential in mV, and u is an adaptation variable. The greater 

the parameter u, the slower the voltage rises after resetting. 𝛼, v0, Vb, a, b, x are the 

parameters of the system whose geometric meaning can be seen in Fig. 1. The sensitiv-

ity of the membrane potential to adaptation is governed by parameter x. Parameter 𝛼 is 

proportional to the width of the parabolic-shaped v-nullcline. v0 and 𝑉𝑏 define the co-

ordinates of the peak of the v-nullcline. The slope of u-nullcline is set by a parameter 

b. The parameter a is responsible for the rate of relaxation of the adaptation variable.  

Our model of the rCPG includes only two sets of parameters for a single neuron to 

reproduce the two different neural behaviors critical to the established connectivity of 

the rCPG: spike adaptation—a gradual decline of the frequency given constant tonic 

input—and intrinsic bursting—the alternation of spiking and quiescent periods due to 

an oscillation in the slow-subsystem. By visualizing the phase plane of Izhikevich neu-

rons, we were able to find suitable sets of parameters to account for these properties 
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(see Appendix). We also ensured that these parameter sets were associated with biolog-

ically plausible firing frequencies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Examples of a phase plane diagram and the corresponding behaviour of the Izhikevich 

model for a bursting (top: A, with v plotted against the time in B) and adaptively spiking neuron 

(bottom: C, with firing rate plotted against time in D). V-nullcline from the expression (1) has a 

parabolic shape. The u-nullcline is a straight line. The arrows depict the vector field of (
𝑑𝑣

𝑑𝑡
,
𝑑𝑢

𝑑𝑡
 ), 

where derivatives are the right-hand side of the expressions (1) and (2). The green dashed line 

indicates the resetting voltage in equation (3). The red line indicates the phase trajectory of the 

neuron: the brighter the line the more recently the system was in that point of the phase-plane. 

The cross marks indicate the initial conditions that the system evolved from. The adaptation of 

firing rate (C) occurs because initially a neuron’s state is in the region where the time derivative 

of voltage is larger. The decline of the firing rate continues until the neuron reaches a dynamic 

equilibrium: after each spike the adaptation parameter is incremented by value d, but during the 

spike initiation it decays back by the same amount. The derivative of voltage along the resulting 

stationary trajectory is less than in the regions with smaller u, resulting in the decreased firing 

rate. In case of bursting (A), the dynamical equilibrium is not reached: eventually, after some 

spike, the system’s state goes into a region inside the parabola. That moment in time marks the 

end of bursting. The state of the neuron evolves in the phase-space according to a vector field, 

and the neuron’s voltage drops to the minimum when the state reaches the left branch of the 

parabola. The neuron initiates a new bursting after the adaptation parameter relaxes below the 

parabola’s peak. Our rCPG model is composed strictly of neurons with one of these behaviors. 
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To account for the synaptic interactions between the neurons, one has to introduce an 

extra term into equation (1):  

 𝐼𝑠𝑦𝑛 = 𝑔(𝑣 − 𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑛)  (4) 

where 𝑔 is the conductance of the synapses of a particular neuron and is comprised of 

two parts: 

 𝑔 = 𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡 + 𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐  (5) 

The parameter 𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡 is the network contribution into the overall conductance of the 

synapses, 𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐 is the baseline conductance due to activity of the tonic drive popula-

tions. Esyn is the synaptic reversal potential: for excitatory synapses, Esyn is around -10 

mV, for inhibitory synapses, Esyn is approximately -70 mV. The synaptic conductance 

𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡, in turn, is subject to the following differential equation with an extra condition on 

the arrival of the spike from the presynaptic neuron: 

 
𝑑𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡

𝑑𝑡
=

−𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡

𝜏
   (6) 

 𝑖𝑓𝑠𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒 ∈ 𝑝𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑦𝑛𝑎𝑝𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑟𝑜𝑛: 𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡 → 𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡 + ∆ (7) 

Thus, the network contribution to the synaptic conductance exponentially decays 

back to 0, unless the spike arrives from an afferent neuron. The arrival of the spike 

causes the conductance to swiftly rise by a level defined by parameter ∆ (which repre-

sents the synaptic efficacy).  

All simulations were implemented using the Brian2 simulation package.  

2.2 Model description 

The baseline synaptic connectivity in our model implemented the conceptual model 

described in [1].  

Fig. 2. Network connectivity between 

six populations of neurons of the rCPG. 

Blue circles denote inhibitory popula-

tions, whereas red circles represent ex-

citatory populations. Post-I neurons 

have both inhibitory and excitatory sub-

populations, which receive almost iden-

tical inputs from the rest of the network. 

Inhibitory connections are depicted by 

blue lines with a filled circle. The red arrows signify excitation between neural groups. All of the 

groups receive tonic input from three major sources: PreBötC, RTN/BötC and the pontine com-

partments. These tonic drives modify the conductance of the neurons by setting a baseline con-

ductance 𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐. The parameters for the tonic drives for each neuronal group are described in the 

Table 2 (see Appendix). The activities of respiratory neurons are projected to three nerve fibres: 

Hypoglossal nerve (HN), Phrenic nerve (PN) and Vagal nerve (VN).  
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The effects of synaptic plasticity are considered to be negligible in CPGs, and in our 

models, the synaptic strengths for all synapses were set equal. The probabilities of con-

nection between the neuronal populations are listed in Table 1 (see Appendix). The 

tonic drives for the various groups of neurons are shown in Table 2. In our simulations, 

each neural group represents a population of 100 neurons with identical parameters, 

which are described in Table 3 (see Appendix). In the simulations, we have set random 

initial conditions for the neurons in the model. To account for the heterogeneity, we 

have also introduced some variability of the synapses’ responses to spikes. The param-

eters d, an increment of the parameter u after the arrival of a presynaptic spike, and ∆, 
or the synaptic efficacy, are normally distributed random variables with the variance 

equal 10% of the mean. 

In the model, we set the activity of HN identical to the activity of pre-I neurons. The 

PN activity is set to equal to the activity of ramp-I neurons. The activity of VN was 

described as the combination of activities of post-I(e) neurons in conjunction with 

ramp-I neurons with the weighted coefficients 0.75 and 0.25, respectively. 

3 Results 

3.1 rCPG replicates the properties of Hodgkin-Huxley-based models 

Under normal metabolic conditions, the circuit operates in the three-phase mode de-

scribed in [23]. Our model demonstrates results consistent with both experimental ob-

servations and the model based on the Hodgkin-Huxley neurons [23]. The results of 

our model simulations are presented in Fig. 3 and are summarized in the next paragraph. 

Post-I neurons escape from inhibition by early-I (1) neurons and start to fire. Their 

firing rate declines through the E1 phase and reaches the point when the post-I activity 

is no longer sufficient to fully inhibit aug-E neurons. Aug-E neurons exhibit an incre-

menting discharge pattern during the E2 stage, while the activity of the post-I neurons 

continues to decline. Eventually, inhibition of pre-I neurons by aug-E and post-I neural 

groups can no longer be maintained, and pre-I neurons start to fire. Since pre-I neurons 

excite the early-I neurons, the latter also escape from inhibition arising from aug-E and 

post-I neurons. Early-I neurons then inhibit aug-E and post-I groups and fire throughout 

the inspiratory phase. An intrinsic adaptation of early-I neurons results in decrementing 

firing rate until early-I activity is no longer sufficient to inhibit the post-I population. 

Then, the cycle repeats.  

Our model of the rCPG, although lacking its biophysical properties, robustly repro-

duces the modeling results of similar Hodgkin-Huxley-based models. The discharge 

patterns of the neurons are also consistent with experimental data, except for the shape 

of activity of the pre-I neurons, for which the experimental data suggests that the firing 

rate of pre-I neurons is incrementing. A possible solution to reconcile this discrepancy 

is also purely mechanistic and not dependent on a neuron’s biophysics: one may intro-

duce into the model a new group of decrementing inhibitory neurons, which fire in the 

inspiratory phase and inhibit the pre-I neurons (data not shown). 
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Fig. 3. The simulated activities of the res-

piratory neurons (left) and nerves which drive 

the muscles (right: vagal nerve – VN, phrenic 

nerve – PN and hypoglossal nerve – HN) dur-

ing normal metabolic conditions. The horizon-

tal axis depicts simulated time in milliseconds. 

The model robustly reproduces the basic three-

phase rhythm: on this and the following figures 

the example of the inspiratory phase is high-

lighted by red. E1 and E2 phases of expiration 

are denoted by the green and the blue shadings 

respectively. The gray shaded insets on the 

right represent the firing rate averaged consecutively (1) over the period and (2) over 50 different 

trials. The variability of a signal within one standard deviation is depicted on each inset by a 

shading between two black lines with mean laying in-between. The variability of the signal comes 

from 1) randomness in initial conditions and 2) stochastic character of the connectivity. The av-

erage period T = (6372 ± 675) ms, CV = 0.106. The firing patterns of the neurons are consistent 

with those described in [23]. 

3.2 Simulations of pontine transection are consistent with experimental 

data and previous models 

To further test the validity of our model, we have simulated pontine transection, which 

experimentally causes apneusis—a breathing pattern characterized by prolonged inspi-

ration and an absence of the post-inspiratory phase activity. A representative example 

of this simulation is presented in Fig. 4. 

Because post-I neuronal activity greatly depends on pontine drive, removal of pon-

tine drive to post-I neurons causes post-I neurons to become quiescent. Additionally, 

Aug-E neurons are released from the inhibition from the post-I population, and, in con-

junction with early-I neurons, these two groups form a half-center oscillator. The oscil-

lator produces a two-phase apneustic respiratory rhythm. Our simplified model 
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produces neuronal and motor outputs which have the same patterns as earlier models 

and is also consistent with the data obtained from experiments. 

Fig. 4.  Removal of pontine drive causes ap-

neusis. The average period of breathing activ-

ity is (5620 ± 819) ms, CV = 0.146. The in-

creased variability of the period is consistent 

with the existing experimental data [28]. The 

removal of the pontine drive causes the net-

work to produce oscillations with increased in-

spiratory period and decreased expiratory pe-

riod in comparison to the inspiratory and ex-

piratory periods of the network operating in in-

tact conditions (see Fig. 3). The apneustic 

breathing cycle is comprised only of two 

phases: inspiration (depicted by red shading) 

and expiration (denoted by green shading). The insets with grey shading depict one period of the 

activity and show mean and the standard deviation of simulations averaged over 50 trials. This 

apneustic breathing pattern is consistent with the experimental data.  
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3.3 Intrinsically bursting properties are not essential to generate the 

three-phase respiratory rhythm 

Using the simplified model, we were able to test whether intrinsic bursting properties 

were necessary for the generation of the three-phase rhythm by introducing only mi-

nor changes to the model. In this section, we discuss the effect of switching pre-I neu-

rons’ dynamics from a pacemaker to an adaptively spiking parameter set (Fig. 5). To 

adjust the period of inspiration we have also decreased tonic drive to pre-I neurons. 

Our simulations show that the network may produce the three-phased rhythm even 

with non-bursting pre-I neurons. According to our model of the respiratory CPG, 

switching the dynamics of pre-I neurons did not result in qualitative changes. Even 

with adaptively spiking pre-I neurons, the network still produced a the three-phase 

rhythm similar to that produced by the unperturbed model and described in the section 

3.1. Our results therefore suggest that the role of the pacemaker neurons in the net-

work under normal metabolic conditions may be overestimated. 

Fig. 5. Network and motor activities after 

switching pre-I population parameters from 

bursting to adaptively spiking neurons. To ad-

just the period of inspiration we have also de-

creased tonic drive to pre-I neurons while mak-

ing them adaptively spiking. While there was 

a minor change in the respiratory period, the 

discharge patterns of rCPG populations and 

motor nerves were qualitatively similar to the 

original pacemaker-dependent model (com-

pare with Fig. 3). The three phases - Inspira-

tion, postinspiration (E1) and expiration (E2) 

are denoted by red, green and blue shadings re-

spectively. The average period of a respiratory cycle T = (4380 ± 227) ms, CV = 0.052. 
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4 Conclusion 

We conclude that (1) the simplified model reproduces the three-phase respiratory pat-

tern, (2) the model reproduces the effect of the removal of pontine components of the 

rCPG, and (3) intrinsic bursting properties are not necessary to generate the three-phase 

respiratory pattern given the currently accepted connectivity of the rCPG. 

 The respiratory cycle consists of three sequential ‘phases’: inspiration, post-in-

spiration and expiration. Neuronal populations within the rCPG are active during spe-

cific respiratory phases. Like previous models [7, 17, 23], our simplified resonate-and-

fire model largely reproduces this distinct respiratory motor pattern. Employing the 

resonate-and-fire neurons allowed us to focus on connectivity, rather than biophysics. 

 However, the current model also shows some instability during the phase transi-

tions that are reflected by short bursts that are quickly terminated when the phase irre-

versibly changes (see Fig. 3). This is likely due to a competition between the three 

reciprocally-connected inhibitory populations that arises from the variability of synap-

tic connection probabilities (see Table 1). For a short period of time during the switch-

ing, combined activitiy of pre-I and post-I groups is not enough to inhibit the aug-E 

population. This feature was also seen in similar computational models [27]. In the 

future, we expect to explore the parameter space of possible connectivities using a ge-

netic search algorithm and will remove this property from the model to simplify the 

analysis. On the other hand, similar transition instabilities can be observed experimen-

tally when pontine components of the network are absent. Previous work suggested that 

such aberrant phrenic nerve discharges may be due to the widespread excitatory pro-

jections of medullary pre-I neurons that trigger synchronous bursting in functionally 

different respiratory motor output [24].  

 The current model reproduces the effect of pontine transection or pontine synaptic 

blockade as it has been observed experimentally [8, 23, 25] and in the corresponding 

models [7, 17, 23]. In accordance with previous models, this was achieved by removing 

pontine tonic synaptic input to the early-I and post-I populations. Not surprisingly, this 

eliminates the synaptic instability during phase transitions. In the future, we hope to use 

this model to explicitly consider alternative connectivities between medullary and pon-

tine respiratory neurons, which are currently oversimplified. 

 Interestingly, we observed that replacing intrinsically bursting pre-I neurons with 

adaptively spiking pre-I neurons did not qualitatively change the three-phase rhythm. 

This supports our view that biophysical properties of a specific subset of respiratory 

neurons might be overstated. Thus, we aim to utilize the current model for further in-

vestigation of the dependence of respiratory rhythm on respiratory circuit connectivity. 

While part of our motivation for the current model was to reduce the parameter space 

of the model, because our model includes many neurons, it ultimately is still prone to 

overfitting. Others have accomplished this task more effectively [25, 27] by developing 

a squashing function to reduce a population of identical Hodgkin-Huxley neurons with 

slow synaptic transmission into a single Hodgkin-Huxley neuron’s firing rate. This al-

lowed for bifurcation analysis at a network level to understand the dynamic regulation 

of phase transition, the hallmark mechanism for respiratory pattern formation that de-

fines breathing.  
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5 Appendix 

Table 1. Synaptic connectivities. 

Synapse Probability 

of connection 

Pre-I → Pre-I 0.125 

Pre-I → Early-I(1) 0.8 

Aug-E → Pre-I 0.06 

Aug-E → Early-I(1) 0.5 

Early-I(1) → Aug-E 0.5 

Aug-E → Early-I(1) 0.5 

Post-I → Early-I(1) 0.5 

Post-I → Aug-E 0.7 

Early-I(1) → Post-I 0.5 

Aug-E → Post-I 0.1 

Post-I → Pre-I 0.15 

Aug-E → Post-I(e)  0.13 

Early-I(1)  → Post-I(e) 0.5 

Pre-I → Ramp-I 0.625 

Early-I(1) → Ramp-I 0.625 

Aug-E → Ramp-I 0.5 

Post-I → Ramp-I 0.2 

Early-I(2)→ Ramp-I 0.8 

Aug-E→ Early-I(2) 0.2 

Post-I → Early-I(2) 0.2 
 

Table 2. Tonic drives to neuronal groups. 

     Drive → 

Population ↓            

from  

PreBötC 

from 

RTN/BötC 

from 

Pons 

Pre-I 0.1 0.2 0.3 
Early-I(1) 0 0.6 0.5 

Aug-E 0 1 0.8 

Post-I 0 0 0.9 
Post-I(e) 0 0 0.6 

Ramp-I 0 0 0 

Early-I(2) 0 0 0.2 

 Table 3. Parameters for a single neuron. 

Population Bursting Adaptation 
α 0.004 0.004 

𝑣0 -62.5 -62.5 

𝑉𝑏 -1.6 0.0 

a 0.001 0.0005 

b 0.2 0.0 

𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐸 -10 -10 

𝜏𝐸 10 10 

𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡𝐸 0.1 0.33 

𝑔𝑡𝑜𝑛𝑖𝑐𝐸 0.1 0.1 

𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑛𝐼 -75 -75 

𝜏𝐼 15 15 

𝑔𝑛𝑒𝑡𝐼 0.1 1.0 

∆ 0.08 0.08 

𝑉𝑟𝑒𝑠𝑒𝑡 -50 -55 

𝑉𝑡ℎ𝑟𝑒𝑠ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑑 20 20 

d 0.3 0.5 

x 0.06 0.06 
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